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The struggle for the liberation of Iraq does not lie with the United
States. It lies in the Basra oil refineries, where workers are striking
against the Baathist management of the plant, restored to their posi-
tions by the British forces. Among the workers of the Iraqi airline,
striking for better wages and against the director of the company, a
cousin of Saddam Hussein and long-standing Baathist boss. Among the
unemployed Iraqis who, for forty-eight days, tried to force U.S. author-
ities to grant them an unemployment benefit and a degree of dignity.
Among the women who are fighting for equality and freedom, and
courageously battling against diverse reactionary Islamic forces.
Among the workers currently discussing their problems, their organiza-
tions, their future trade unions, and their struggle for a better life in
Iraq than that offered by past and present nightmares.
From A People’s History of Iraq

Whether standing up to British occupiers, the monarchy they installed,
or the brutal dictatorship of Saddam Hussein—who for many years was
a friend and ally of the United States the workers’ movement and the
Left in Iraq have a rich history of fighting for a more democratic socie-
ty.

This is the only book of its kind on the history of the Left and workers’
movements in Iraq. It includes a valuable analysis of the Iraqi
Communist Party.  This book sheds light on the “other Iraq,” that of
the working classes and their struggles, an Iraq that was completely
ignored by the media and by the left wing during the dramatic days of
preparations for war by the U.S.-British coalition. The present volume
attempts to reconstruct the history of the Iraqi Communist Party and
the Iraqi workers’ movement, an essential part of the country’s past
that remains largely unknown.

ILARIO SALUCCI is an Italian activist and journalist who has spent years
studying the hidden history of resistance in Iraq.
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